
 

 

 
 

NAAC DVV Clarifications 

Metric Particular 

3.6.3 Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the 

institution through NSS/NCC, Government and Government recognised 

bodies during the last five years       

3.6.3.1. Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the institution 

through NSS/NCC, Government and Government recognised bodies during the 

last five years 

HEI Input : 

2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 

15 14 12 19 20 
 

 

DVV Clarifications HEI response 

Please provide tabulated list of extension/outreach programs 

(activity conducted for outside community )(Celebrations of 

National Festivals,, Yoga Day, Consumer Awareness day. World 

Women's Day, recreational Programs etc.. not to be included) 

showing: sl. no., name of program, date, year and duration, 

number of participants, name of location of programs, agency 

supporting the programs, Name of the collaborating agency ,for 

each year, for all the 5 assessment years, attested by Principal. 

Tabulated list of extension/outreach programs 

showing: sl. no., name of program, date, year 

and duration, number of participants, name of 

location of programs, agency supporting the 

programs, Name of the collaborating agency , 

for all the 5 assessment years, attested by 

Principal is attached. 

Detailed reports of each of the program, with specific mention of 

number of students participated and collaborating agency, 

attested by Principal. 

Reports of each of the program, with specific 

mention of number of students participated and 

collaborating agency, attested by Principal is 

attached. Please provide Geo tagged photographs with captions and 

date//screenshot of College website. 

Communication with sponsoring departments/agencies/NGOs 

mentioning the title of the program, attested by Principal. 

All the activities under this metric are organized  

and sponsored by the institution itself in 

collaboration with NSS and other agencies.  

 

List of documents uploaded: 

1 Tabulated list of extension/outreach programs showing: sl. no., name of 

program, date, year and duration, number of participants, name of 

location of programs, agency supporting the programs, Name of the 

collaborating agency , for all the 5 assessment years, attested by 

Principal is attached. 

view 

2 Reports of each of the program, with specific mention of number of 

students participated and collaborating agency, attested by Principal is 

attached. 

view 

3 Communication with sponsoring departments/agencies/NGOs mentioning 

the title of the program, attested by Principal. 

All the activities under this 
metric are organized  and 

sponsored by the institution itself 
in collaboration with NSS and 

other agencies. 
 

 

https://svcetedu.org/naac2022/ssr/DVV_RES/METRIC/C-3/3.6.3_A1.pdf
https://svcetedu.org/naac2022/ssr/DVV_RES/METRIC/C-3/3.6.3_A2.pdf
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